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While nothing can make up for in-person experiential 
learning, we hope that this curriculum will enable color 
guard performers to develop a firm grasp on the 
elements that serve as the foundation of the activity; 
technique and composition.  

Through reviewing technical fundamentals, building 
personal skill, engaging in basic design and 
performance, and examining analysis principals, color 
guard students and directors are given a scaffolded 
approach to performance that can be done entirely 
digitally or easily transitioned to in-person instruction. 

Teaching resources such as TEKS-correlated 
assessments, rubrics, PDF link, WGI sheets, etc. are 
included at the end of this curriculum book.   

We wish you the best of luck! 

Heather Hyde Wargo & Jose Bonilla Delgado

By Heather Hyde Wargo  

with Jose Bonilla Delgado 

Digital 
Learning 
Curriculum

Color Guard
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Terminology & Technique 

Dance 
Flag 
Rifle
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Dance Terms & 
Technique 
All dance movements and sequences should be performed 
with anatomical awareness, correct technique, and individual 
expression. While individual dance movements have specific 
requirements, you as the performer should always engage 
the abdominals while simultaneously breathing. Movements 
should only be performed after completing an active warm-
up and followed by a dynamic stretch. All movements should 
be done with consideration of your own anatomy and ability. 

Since dance is three-dimensional it important to see positions 
from all sides. To help develop your awareness in dance, 
please record your movements from the front, back, left, and 
right. 

Finally, all skills can and should be performed using both the 
left and right sides of the body. This will ensure you develop 
muscle memory evenly on both sides, while helping you 
know where your opportunities for growth are. Ensure that all 
your movements have meaning and intention. Remember this 
can be achieved through having a high performance and/or 
movement quality. 

HHW & JBD
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Dance Terms & Technique 

Stationary Lower Body Skills 
Arabesque 
Attitude 
Battement 
Coupé (Devante & Derrière) 
Dégagé 
Plié 
Passé 
Ron De Jambe (en dehors & en dedans) 
Tendu 

Upper Body Skills 
Contract 
High Release 
Lateral 
Port De Bras (en haut, en bas, seconde, first) 
Spiral 

Traveling Lower Body Skills 
chassé 
Chug 
Inversion 
Tilt with or without Cartwheel 
X - jump 
Saute de Chat 
Spiral Roll 
Squirrel 
Turns (Chaîné, Pirrouette, piqué) 

HHW & JBD
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Pre-Assessment Exercises 

All pre-assessment exercises are designed to be recorded and 
submitted for feedback. 

I. 3 demi-plies & 1 grande plie (in positions: 1st, 2nd, 4th, & 5th) 
with a balance in sous sous. 

       A. Extension: add contraction. 

ll. 4 tendu & 4 dégagé (en croix) with a balance Coupé derrière/
devant. 
      
      A. Extension: add a lateral on the opposite side of the gesture leg. 

lll. 4 ron de jambes (in both directions). 

     A. Extension: attempt the movement à terre & en l’air. 

IV. Perform continuous turns on both right & left sides. 

     A. Extension: interchange between types of turns within a single 
repetition. 

V. Create a 8-count combination using 3 traveling lower body skills 
and 1 stationary lower body skill. 

     A. Extension: utilize an upper-body skill. 

     B. Extension: provide feedback on four other videos.

• Write out- by hand- the dance 
terms and their definitions. 

• Type out the terms and definitions 
using 10 point Times New Roman 
Single Spaced. Save this as a pdf. 

• Record yourself executing 12 
different terms; four from each 
section.  

• Upload your photograph of terms, 
your PDF of terms, and your 
recording. 

Bonne chance!

Assessment
Dance Terms & Technique

HHW & JBD
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Flag Terms & 
Technique
All flag skills should be demonstrated using basic dance 
form and technique, including engagement of 
abdominal muscles and proper alignment. Elbows 
should always be boxed out, meaning lifted and 
supported away from the body. When not displaying 
character through planned facial effects, the face should 
remain pleasant and engaged.  

Timing is one element that allows for unity between 
performers. To help develop your sense of timing, please 
use Quarter Note = 140 as your tempo for all equipment 
exercises. Free metronomes are available online and as 
apps to help you establish your tempo.  

Finally, all skills can and should be established using 
both hands to allow the performer the greatest possible 
variety when performing choreography. Take time to 
perfect each skill using both right and left hand 
dominance. 

HHW & JBD
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traveling 
tendu 
plié 
relevé 
arabesque  

sauté  
lunge 
modification of free arms 
roll to the ground 
turn

Flag Terms & Technique

In-Hand & Hand to Hand Skills 
Drop Spin 
Peggy Spin 
Speed Spin/Double Time 
Flourish from tab 
Flourish from top cheater tape 
Carve/Cone 

Tosses 
Pole hit 
Silk Single 
Silk 1.5 
Silk double 
Pop toss 
Single 45 
1.5 45 
Backhand 45 

Full Body Skills 
Explore any of the above skills while using lower or full 
body dance technique including:  

HHW & JBD
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Pre-Assessment Exercises 

All pre-assessment exercises are designed to be recorded and 
submitted for feedback. 

I. 20 spins (drop, Peggy, and speed) on each hand. 

A. Extension: add tendu. 

II. 16 counts of flourishes from tab and cheater. 

A. Extension: add arabesque. 

III. 32 counts cones.  

A. Extension: add plié on up cone and relevé on down cone. 

IV. Perform pole hit combo at Quarter Note = 120. 

A. Extension: gradually increase speed to 160. 

V. Execute all tosses in second position with standard free arms. 

A. Extension: add poses, rolls, and leaps under tosses and/or as 
part of catches. 

Assessment
Flag Terms & Technique

• Write out - by hand -  the flag terms  
and describe them in your own 
words. 

• Type out the terms and definitions 
using 10 point Times New Roman 
Single Spaced. Save this as a pdf. 

• Record yourself executing 12 
different terms; four from each 
section. 

• Upload your photograph of terms, 
PDF of terms, and recording. 

Bonne chance!
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Rifle Terms & 
Technique
Like flag, rifle skills should be demonstrated using basic 
dance form and technique, and a clear sense of timing. 
On rifle, exercises and skills will utilize different tempos, 
so choose a speed that allows for your success. 

The term “pitch” is used to describe the angle of the rifle, 
which should almost always be flat to the front, flat to the 
floor, or on an exact 45* angle. Especially when initiating 
spins for the first time, performers must be aware of the 
pitch of the rifle and the way the hand and forearm work 
together.  

While many skills can and should be established using 
both hands, tosses above a double are usually only done 
with the left hand. 

HHW & JBD
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Rifle Terms & Technique

In-Hand & Hand to Hand Skills 
Drop Spin 
Speed Spin/Double Time 
Flourish from neck 

Tosses 
Traditional Single, Double, Triple, Quad, & Five 
Backhand in neck 
Backhand on bolt 
Butt single and double 
Bolt single and double 
Horizontal single 
Neck 45  
Bolt 45 

Full Body Skills 
Explore any of the above skills while using lower or full 
body dance technique including:  

traveling 
tendu 
plié 
relevé 
arabesque  

sauté  
lunge 
modification of free arms 
roll to the ground

HHW & JBD
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Assessment
Rifle Terms & Technique

• Write out- by hand - the rifle terms 
and describe them in your own 
words. 

• Type out the terms and definitions 
using 10 point Times New Roman 
Single Spaced. Save this as a pdf. 

• Record yourself executing as many 
skills as you are capable of. If 
you’ve never spun rifle, focus on 
drop spins, flourishes, singles, and 
doubles. Rifle line members should 
work toward mastering all skills. 

• Upload your photograph of terms, 
PDF of terms, and recording. 

Bonne chance!

Pre-Assessment Exercises 

All pre-assessment exercises are designed to be recorded and 
submitted for feedback. 

I. 20 spins (drop and speed) on each hand. 

A. Extension: add tendu, plié, or relevé.  

II. 16 counts of flourishes from neck. 

A. Extension: add arabesque, sôté, or lunge.  

III. 1 solid backhand.  

A. Extension: add multiple sequential backhands. Go for two! 
then three!  

B. Extension: add plié, relevé, or lunge.  

IV. Perform singles and doubles with standard free arms.  

A. Extension: work your way up to triples, quads, and fives. 

B. Extension: catch at port (angle) or straight up and down. 

C. Extension: add poses, rolls, and leaps under tosses and/or as 
part of catches. 

D. Extension: explore 45 tosses with increasing rotations and 
lower body complexity.  HHW & JBD
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Solo Composition 

Design 
Choreography 
Performance 

Analysis
HHW & JBD
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Solo Design
Rule number one: YOU’RE the only one we are 
watching, so make every moment interesting.  

Rule number two: plan everything. Using the template 
provided (and example on this page)_plan what song or 
songs you will use, what your title will be, if you’ll need 
to edit your music (and how you’ll do that), what 
equipment you’ll use, and do your road map. You can 
also use the bottom of the page to sketch out any 
costume ideas you may have.  

Your solo should include at least 30 seconds of dance 
and 90 seconds of equipment. You can go longer if you 
like, but you must keep the attention and engagement 
of your audience the whole time. Err on the side of 
caution.

HHW & JBD
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Design Pt. 2
Create a digital document of what costume, flag (or flags), props, 
etc. you would use in an ideal world. You don’t have to commit to 
buying any of this. Your digital design document is the best case 
scenario. Save your document as a PDF or high definition photo.

Solo Choreography
Your solo should feature choreography that is connected to and 
reflective of the music while also exploring a range of skills. 
Once you’ve shown a specific skill move on and demonstrate 
something NEW! When in doubt, check the WGI score sheets & 
rubric to make sure you’re on track. You’ll also get comments 
from peers and instructors. 

HHW & JBD
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Expectations for 
Solo by Experience

Intermediate 

Technique Performers use technique & vocabulary sufficient for the SRA sheet.

Performance 
Quality

Performers show an expression that is appropriate for their style of piece that has minimal 
variety and complexity.

Timing Performances show good understanding of planning and pacing.

Musicality Choreography and equipment choice matches basic musical effect and reflect some nuance 
of style and theme.

Floor Useage Performers use at least 1/2 of a standard gym floor and show some understanding of 
traveling responsibilities. COVID-19 adaption: do what you can with what you have. 

Beginner

Technique Performers use technique & vocabulary sufficient for the lower range of the SRA sheet.

Performance Quality Performers show a pleasant expression and/or an expression that is appropriate for their 
style of piece. 

Timing Performances show some understanding of planning and pacing.

Musicality Choreography and equipment choice matches basic musical effect.

Floor Useage Performers use at least 1/4 of a standard gym floor and show some understanding of 
traveling responsibilities. COVID-19 adaption: do what you can with what you have. 

Advanced

Technique Performers use technique & vocabulary sufficient for the A sheet or above.

Performance Quality Performers show a variety of expressions that are appropriate for their style of piece that 
have variety and complexity. 

Timing Performances show strong understanding of planning and pacing.

Musicality Choreography and equipment choice matches most musical effect and reflect  
nuance of style and theme.

Floor Useage Performers use approximately 3/4 of a standard gym floor and show understanding of 
fluid traveling responsibilities. COVID-19 adaption: do what you can with what you have. 

HHW & JBD
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Rubric for Composition assessment & Example
20 points 15-19 points 8-14 points 1-7 points 0 points

Timing 
requirement

Meets time Is within 5 
seconds

Is within 8 
seconds

Is within 10 
seconds

Does not 
meet time

Musicality All 
choreography 
and style 
choices 
match music

Choreography 
and style 
choices 
usually match 
music

Some 
discrepancies 
between 
choreography 
and music

Choreography 
occasionally 
connects to 
music. 

Choreography 
has serious 
disconnect 
from music

Technique Uses 
appropriate 
technique and 
difficulty for 
solo level

Frequently 
uses 
appropriate 
technique and 
difficulty for 
solo level

Technique 
present, but 
with some 
issues

Some display 
of technical 
skill. 

Significant 
technical 
issues

Floor 
Useage

Uses all 
points of 
space via 
appropriate 
traveling 
dance 

Frequently 
uses points of 
space via 
appropriate 
traveling 
dance 

Uses some 
points of 
space or 
travels via 
walking 

Limited use of 
space or 
travel only via 
walking.

Is mostly 
stationary/ 
does not use 
traveling 
dance 

Performance 
Quality

Stays in 
character

Is frequently 
in character

Sometimes 
loses focus

Occasional 
moments of 
characterizati
on.

Does not 
show 
character

Solo Workshop Rubric
20 points 15-19 points 8-14 points 1-7 points 0 points

Timing 
requirement

Meets time Is within 5 
seconds

Is within 8 
seconds

Is within 10 
seconds

Does not 
meet time

Musicality All 
choreography 
and style 
choices 
match music

Choreography 
and style 
choices 
usually match 
music

Some 
discrepancies 
between 
choreography 
and music

Choreography 
occasionally 
connects to 
music. 

Choreography 
has serious 
disconnect 
from music

Technique Uses 
appropriate 
technique and 
difficulty for 
solo level

Frequently 
uses 
appropriate 
technique and 
difficulty for 
solo level

Technique 
present, but 
with some 
issues

Some display 
of technical 
skill. 

Significant 
technical 
issues

Floor 
Useage

Uses all 
points of 
space via 
appropriate 
traveling 
dance 

Frequently 
uses points of 
space via 
appropriate 
traveling 
dance 

Uses some 
points of 
space or 
travels via 
walking 

Limited use of 
space or 
travel only via 
walking.

Is mostly 
stationary/ 
does not use 
traveling 
dance 

Performance 
Quality

Stays in 
character

Is frequently 
in character

Sometimes 
loses focus

Occasional 
moments of 
characterizati
on.

Does not 
show 
character

HHW & JBD
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Assessment
Solo Composition

• Submit your choreo counts, 
mapping sheet, and visual design 
page.  

• Perform your solo & upload the 
video. 

• Complete one solo analysis 
worksheet for yourself. 

• Complete four other analysis 
worksheets for classmates as 
assigned. 

Bonne chance!

Assessment Exercises 

I. Complete the mapping worksheet. 

II. Complete the virtual design worksheet. 

III. Edit your music if necessary. 

A. Tip: Audacity has a free high-quality music editor.  

IV. Write and write. Write (or compose) the choreo AND write down 
what choreo you’re committing to.  

A. Tip: Record your writing sessions so you remember what you 
wrote AND can use your video to write down your choreo. 

V. Polish! 

A. Just like cleaning a full guard piece, you need to reflect on 
what you’re doing, perfect skills, double check performance 
quality, etc.. Recording yourself is a great way to do this. 

VI. Finalize!! 

A. Make one last recording. If you’re wearing a costume now is 
the time. If you aren’t using a costume all black dance wear is 
fine. Make sure we can hear your music, too.  

HHW & JBD
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Composition Extension 

Designing for the small 
ensemble 

HHW & JBD
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Assessment
Ensemble Composition

• Using the design, choreography, 
performance, and analysis process 
described in the solo study, create 
your own small ensemble. Instead 
of writing choreography for your 
hypothetical individuals, sketch out 
the formations and pathways you 
would want the performers to take, 
including which performers have 
the focus in each moment.  

• Submit your formations, mapping 
sheet, and visual design page.  

Bonne chance!

Assessment Exercises 

I. Complete the mapping worksheet. 

II. Complete the virtual design worksheet. 

III. Edit your music if necessary. 

A. Tip: Audacity has a free high-quality music editor.  

IV. Write the formations AND the number of counts they take 

A. Tip: If doing this by hand, graphing paper is your friend. So are 
slow, deliberate shapes, clean lines, and legible notes. 

B. Tip: If doing this digitally, try the free download of Envision Box 
5 Design and do screenshots to work around the limitations of 
the trial software. This can be found at www.box5software.com 
and is one of several programs that can be purchased if you 
decide to pursue writing.  

HHW & JBD
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Appendix 1 
Available digitally at http://bit.ly/2Ql7Jd1 

Mapping Worksheet 
Self/Peer Assessment Rubric 

WGI Judging Sheets 

HHW & JBD
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Name: _______________________________________________________ 

Song(s): _______________________________________________________ 

Title (if different from solo title): __________________________________ 

Edits needed? Y / N 

Plan for edits: _______________________________________________________ 

Equipment: Flag / Rifle / Saber / Dance 

Road Map: 

Mapping Worksheet

HHW & JBD
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20 points 15-19 points 8-14 points 1-7 points 0 points

Timing 
requirement

Meets time Is within 5 seconds Is within 8 seconds Is within 10 
seconds

Does not meet time

Musicality All choreography 
and style choices 
match music

Choreography and 
style choices 
usually match 
music

Some 
discrepancies 
between 
choreography and 
music

Choreography 
occasionally 
connects to music. 

Choreography has 
serious disconnect 
from music

Technique Uses appropriate 
technique and 
difficulty for solo 
level

Frequently uses 
appropriate 
technique and 
difficulty for solo 
level

Technique present, 
but with some 
issues

Some display of 
technical skill. 

Significant 
technical issues

Floor Useage Uses all points of 
space via 
appropriate 
traveling dance 

Frequently uses 
points of space via 
appropriate 
traveling dance 

Uses some points 
of space or travels 
via walking 

Limited use of 
space or travel only 
via walking.

Is mostly 
stationary/ does not 
use traveling dance 

Performance 
Quality

Stays in character Is frequently in 
character

Sometimes loses 
focus

Occasional 
moments of 
characterization.

Does not show 
character

Assessment Rubric

HHW & JBD
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Timeline 
Due Dates 

List of Gradable Activities w/ 
High School Dance TEKS

Appendix 2 
Available digitally at http://bit.ly/2Ql7Jd1
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Gradable Activities 

The intent of this section is to provide one concise source for every assignment included in 
this curriculum, including “extensions,” meant to challenge more advanced performers. 
Traditionally, the pre-assessments would serve as daily and quiz grades, the assessments 
would be unit tests, and the composition project is equivalent to a final exam or capstone 
project. This unit is intended to take a total of 8-9 weeks:  

Week 1 & 2- Dance 

Week 3 & 4- Flag & Composition  

Week 5 & 6- Rifle & Composition  

Week 7-8/9- Composition & Final Analysis 

The composition extension is intended as an optional project suitable for supplementing 
digital officer auditions where the solo, ensemble, and an interview or written essay 
combine for scoring. This can be added at any point after week 3 once basic 
compositional elements have been introduced. 

HHW & JBD
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Due Dates 

Week 1 & 2- Dance 

March 20, 11:59pm: Post all dance pre-assessment exercises.  
Extensions are mandatory for varsity and extra credit for JV.  

March 27, 11:59pm: Dance Assessment due. 

Week 3 & 4- Flag & Composition  

April 3, 11:59pm: Post all flag pre-assessment exercises. Extensions are mandatory for varsity and extra credit for JV. 
Complete & email Composition Assignment 1.  

April 10, 11:59pm: Flag Assessment & email Composition Assignment 2 due. 

Week 5 & 6- Rifle & Composition  

April 17, 11:59pm: Post all rifle pre-assessment exercises. Extensions are mandatory for varsity and extra credit for JV. 
Complete & email Composition Assignment 3. Begin Composition Assignment 4. 

April 24, 11:59pm: Rifle Assessment and 60 seconds of Composition Assignment 4 due.  

Week 7-8/9- Composition & Final Analysis 

May 1, 11:59pm: Composition Assignment 4 due.  
We should see clearly how you’ve used feedback from last week to improve. 

May 8, 11:59pm: Composition Assignment 5 is due.   
We should see clearly how you’ve used feedback from last week to improve. 

May 15, 11:59pm: Composition Assignment 6 & Analysis due. HHW & JBD
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Dance 

Pre-Assessment Exercises 

I. 3 demi-plies & 1 grande plie (in positions: 
1st, 2nd, 4th, & 5th) with a balance in sous 
sous. 

A. Extension: add contraction. 

II. 4 tendu & 4 dégagé (en croix) with a 
balance Coupé derrière/devant. 

A. Extension: add a lateral on the opposite 
side of the gesture leg. 

III. 4 ron de jambes (in both directions).  

A. Extension: attempt the movement à terre 
& en l’air. 

IV.Perform continuous turns on both right & 
left sides. 

A. Extension: interchange between types of 
turns within a single repetition. 

V. Create a 8-count combination using 3 
traveling lower body skills and 1 stationary 
lower body skill. 

A. Extension: utilize an upper-body skill. 

B. Extension: provide feedback on four 
peer videos.  

Assessment: Technique definition and 
execution  

TEKS Correlation:  

§117.306-9 
 C 1- A, C 
 C 2- A, B, D 
 C 3- A, B, C 
 C 5- A, D 
  

HHW & JBD
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Flag 

Pre-Assessment Exercises 

I. 20 spins (drop, Peggy, and speed) on each 
hand. 

A. Extension: add tendu. 

II. 16 counts of flourishes from tab and 
cheater. 

A. Extension: add arabesque. 

III. 32 counts cones.  

A. Extension: add plié on up cone and 
relevé on down cone. 

IV.Perform pole hit combo at Quarter Note = 
120. 

A. Extension: gradually increase speed to 
160. 

V. Execute all tosses in second position with 
standard free arms. 

A. Extension: add poses, rolls, and leaps 
under tosses and/or as part of catches 

Assessment: Technique definition and 
execution  

TEKS Correlation:  

§117.306-9 
 C 1- A, B, C 
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Rifle 

Pre-Assessment Exercises 

I. 20 spins (drop and speed) on each hand. 

A. Extension: add tendu, plié, or relevé.  

II. 16 counts of flourishes from neck. 

A. Extension: add arabesque, sôté, or lunge.  

III. 1 solid backhand.  

A. Extension: add multiple sequential 
backhands. Go for two! Then three!  

B. Extension: add plié, relevé, or lunge.  

IV.Perform singles and doubles with standard 
free arms.  

A. Extension: work your way up to triples, 
quads, and fives. 

B. Extension: catch at port (angle) or straight 
up and down. 

C. Extension: add poses, rolls, and leaps 
under tosses and/or as part of catches. 

D. Extension: explore 45 tosses with 
increasing rotations and lower body 
complexity.  

Assessment: Technique definition and 
execution 

TEKS Correlation:  

§117.306-9 
 C 1- A, B, C 
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Composition  

Assessment Exercises 

I. Complete the mapping worksheet. 

II. Complete the virtual design worksheet. 

III. Edit your music if necessary. 

IV.Write and write. Write the choreo AND write 
down what choreo you’re committing to.  

A. Tip: Record your writing sessions so you 
remember what you wrote AND can use 
your video to write down your choreo. 

V. Polish! 

A. Just like cleaning a full guard piece, you 
need to reflect on what you’re doing, 
perfect skills, double check performance 
quality, etc.. Recording yourself is a great 
way to do this. 

VI.Finalize!! 

A. Make one last recording. If you’re wearing 
a costume now is the time. If you aren’t 
using a costume all black dance wear is 
fine. Make sure we can hear your music, 
too. 

Composition Extension 

Submit all solo worksheets for an ensemble of 
5. Write out staging instead of choreography. 

TEKS Correlation:  

§117.306-9 
 C 1- A, B, C 
 C 2- A, B, C, D 
 C 3- A, B, C,  
 C 4- C 
 C 5- B, C, D

HHW & JBD
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Analysis 

I. Using the rubric provided, analyze four 
solos written by your classmates. Provide 
positive and constructive feedback to 
justify your scoring.  

TEKS Correlation:  

§117.306-9 
 C 1- A 
 C 2- C 
 C 3, A, C 
 C 5- A, D

HHW & JBD
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This document is based on the curricular design of Heather Hyde Wargo, with dance 
technique and dance pre-assessment exercises by Jose Bonilla Delgado. Heather and Jose 
hope that this curriculum helps your program continue it’s forward motion and growth in 
spite of the global pandemic, COVID-19, and wish the best for you and your students.HHW & JBD
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